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Productivity and profitability. They’re the most important words for any 
collision shop owner. The right equipment and processes will improve both, but 
inferior equipment and inefficient methods will cut into your shop’s possibilities. 

A thoughtful approach to measurement and great equipment are necessary in 
any modern repair shop. Measurement not only helps you develop a plan for 
each vehicle, it also helps the workflow for your entire shop. When you take 
the time to measure properly, you can also minimize the time it takes to make 
good, accurate repairs. Some damage can be missed with the naked eye, but 
measurement systems help you find hidden damage and avoid a costly mistake. 
At the end of the day, that’s our job—to put safe cars back on the road. 
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Blueprinting for 
Improved Productivity
Before you begin making repairs, you need to understand what repairs are necessary. 
You also need to develop a plan to make those repairs as efficiently and accurately as 
possible. That’s where blueprinting comes in handy. 

“Blueprinting” is just a fancy word for planning your repairs. The process 
eliminates inefficiencies and creates a continuous workflow in your shop, helping you 
turn around repairs faster. And it doesn’t just help improve repairs on a single 
vehicle—it helps you accurately schedule your shop’s entire workflow. That leads to 
greater productivity and profitability, not to mention improved customer satisfaction.
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1. Use collision dynamics to evaluate damage during a visual inspection.  
Collision dynamics explains the relationship of forces involved in a collision to the damage created by those 

forces. Understanding this relationship provides insight into where damage may have occurred that’s not 

obvious at first glance. For instance, lateral and vertical deflections can cause indirect damage that could go 

unnoticed without applying collision dynamics.

2. Tear down and measure the vehicle to reveal hidden frame damage.  
Broken windshields and crumpled fenders reveal damage that doesn’t require much inspection, but structural 

damage doesn’t necessarily reveal itself so easily. By tearing it down, you can measure the vehicle for frame 

and structural damage. 

3. List all parts, materials and operations required to repair the vehicle.  
Without making a formal checklist of everything a vehicle will require—from new parts to precise points for 

a pull—it’s easy to miss a part or miss a step. This leads to prolonged or inaccurate repairs, decreasing your 

productivity and profitability. 

4. Write a repair plan.  
Once you have a checklist of everything a vehicle needs, it’s easy to begin sequencing the steps your techs 

will need to make a full repair. And when you know what each vehicle in your shop needs, it’s easy to 

maximize your workflow.

BLUEPRINTING

THE FOUR STEPS TO BLUEPRINTING
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Measuring Methodologies 
for Vehicle Repair
There are two ways you can measure a damaged vehicle in order to understand 
where you need to make repairs: single-point measuring and multipoint measuring. 
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As the name implies, single-point takes one measurement at a time. You measure one point on 
the damaged vehicle and record it. Then you measure the next point and record it. Then you 
measure the next point and record it. Then you measure the next point and record it. Then you…
well, you get the picture. 

Just like reading that paragraph, single-point measuring is slow. And tedious. And monotonous. 
This minimizes your shop’s productivity. It’s also inaccurate in many cases, which can lead to  
less-than-perfect repairs—and that leaves your shop liable for any issues in subsequent collisions.

MEASURING METHODOLOGIES

SINGLE-POINT MEASURING

Far more accurate and faster than single-point measuring, a multipoint measuring system is 
able to take numerous measurements simultaneously. At Chief, we call this Live Mapping.™ 
Live Mapping is the most efficient way to blueprint necessary repairs before you begin the repair 
process itself.

Once you begin your pulls, Live Mapping measures those repairs as you make them, meaning 
you don’t need to stop and remeasure after every pull. Not only that, it tells you when a repair 
is complete so that you can stop pulling at precisely the right time.

MULTIPOINT MEASURING
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Your Three Options for 
Modern Measuring Equipment
When you’re in the market for new measuring equipment, you’re going to face a choice 
between three different options: point systems, ultrasound systems and laser systems. 
Each of these systems are advanced, compared to methodology from just a decade or 
two in the past. And each has a unique way of measuring a vehicle that needs repairs. 
Depending on your current measuring system, you could easily improve your shop’s 
productivity and profitability with an upgrade. 
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The days of relying on measuring tapes in a repair shop are long gone. That 
said, point systems use the same principles while updating the technology. 
Instead of one tech holding the tape measure while another tech takes the 
measurement, point systems use a combination of a computerized base 
and arm. 

The base is typically bolted to the floor under a rack to ensure it remains 
stationary. The tech then uses a robotic arm to point to a location on 
the vehicle. Through a signal, the arm transmits the location back to the 
base. The distance between the two is calculated and a measurement is 
made. This process is repeated at various points around the vehicle. Those 
measurements are then compared to OEM measurements in a database. 
When there are discrepancies between the vehicle on the rack and the OEM 
specs, it shows where a pull needs to be made.

OPTIONS FOR MODERN MEASURING

POINT SYSTEMS
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Much like point systems, ultrasound systems use a base that acts as a 
centralized hub for taking measurements. That’s where the similarities end. 
Instead of holding an arm and touching different parts of the car, the tech 
hangs “probes” at predetermined, specific points around the vehicle. Those 
probes then emit ultrasonic signals back to the hub, which is equipped with 
high-frequency microphones that then measure the distance between the hub 
and the probes. The measurements are then compared to OEM measurements 
in a database, allowing the tech to understand where a pull needs to be made. 
Without needing to take measurements with a pointer, the tech is free to focus 
on the repairs instead of gathering data.

OPTIONS FOR MODERN MEASURING

ULTRASOUND SYSTEMS
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Just as with ultrasound systems, laser systems require a tech to hang 
“targets” from the vehicle. Instead of the dozen or so probes on ultrasound 
systems, some laser systems allow up to 45 targets for much more  
accurate measurements.

Once the targets are in place, a mounted laser unit fires a laser (or two) that 
spins in a full 360-degree circle. As the lasers oscillate, they make contact 
with targets and measure the distance between. Those measurements 
are collected in a computer unit, which compares them to OEM specs in a 
database. This comparison shows all of the places a vehicle needs repairs, 
as well as the precise distances a pull needs to be made. 

Some laser units, like the new Galileo™ scanner from Chief, are completely 
portable and work with equipment throughout your shop—not just on your 
frame racks. This keeps your frame rack free for repairs, while letting you 
take measurements for the next round of repairs in another bay. With these 
portable units, you can increase your productivity and your profitability by 
maximizing the number of possible repairs moving through your shop.
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OPTIONS FOR MODERN MEASURING

LASER SYSTEMS



When it comes to measurement systems for repair shops, many people look at Chief as 
the gold standard. We developed Live Mapping™ more than a decade ago and have led 
the laser revolution ever since. 

Our latest offering—the Meridian™ Live Mapping System with Galileo™ Scanner—is the 
most reliable laser measurement system we’ve ever developed. Meridian Live Mapping 
allows you to precisely measure and pull simultaneously, and it provides the most 
comprehensive and precise vehicle data available. The robust hub of the Galileo Scanner 
holds a single laser that minimizes calibration issues and target blockage.

Chief: Laser-focused on improving  
your productivity and profitability
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For more information on the Meridian Live Mapping 
System with Galileo Scanner, visit  
chiefautomotive.com/meridian today.
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